Which Part of Speech is missing?

Circle noun, verb or adjective to show the part of speech that is missing.

1. My friend likes to **noun/verb/adjective** on the grass.

2. The **noun/verb/adjective** dog was chasing the **noun/verb/adjective** around the yard.

3. Two birds **noun/verb/adjective** down and **noun/verb/adjective** on a **noun/verb/adjective**.

Circle noun, verb or adjective to show the part of speech that is missing.

Then, below your choice, write down two words that could fit in.

For example: A **noun/verb/adjective** ball **noun/verb/adjective** along the **noun/verb/adjective**.

___red___ ___bounced___ ___road___

___large___ ___rolled___ ___path___

4. Lu jumped over the **noun/verb/adjective** fence and **noun/verb/adjective** inside the house.

5. Max wanted to **noun/verb/adjective** to the **noun/verb/adjective** to look for **noun/verb/adjective**.

6. Jo wanted to **noun/verb/adjective** after **noun/verb/adjective** all day.

7. **noun/verb/adjective** slowly, **noun/verb/adjective** finally reached the **noun/verb/adjective**.

Write your own sentence, leaving a blank space where a verb or noun belong.
Challenge a partner to work out which part of speech is missing!